
215ss-19 Diamond Long Socks            215ss-20 Cable Socks

Summary
Cast on with long-tail cast-on method and join into the round. Work k1p1 ribbing in the round from the cuff down, holding 1 strand of Friends together with elastic reinforcement 
thread. Continue without reinforcement thread, working 11 rounds with instep stitches in pattern stitch and sole stitches in stockinette stitch. Place instep stitches on stitch holder 
while you turn the heel. Referring to chart, turn heel, working back and work in rows. After heel is complete, continue working in the round, with sole in stockinette stitch and instep 
in pattern stitch. Shape toe by working decreases according to chart. Seam final toe stitches with Kitchener stitch. Make another sock to match the first.

Abbreviations:
CO = cast on          DPNs = double-pointed needles          k = knit          k2tog = knit 2 stitches together          k3tog = knit 3 stitches together          p = purl
OH = on hold (that is, place on stitch holder)          RE = round(s) even          ssk = slip, slip, knit          #-#-# = rounds-stitches-times

© 2015 Pierrot Yarns (Gosyo Co., Ltd.). Translation by Linda Lanz. All rights reserved.

Suggested yarn:
• Pierrot Yarns Friends [65% wool, 35% acrylic; 186 yds/170m per 1.41 oz./40g skein];
     • Diamond Long Socks: color #02 lemon yellow, 2 skeins [55g]
     • Cable Socks: color #05 smoke blue, 2 skeins [60g]

Tools/Notions:
• 2.7mm (approx. US 2) and 3.3mm (approx. US 4) double-pointed knitting needles or sizes necessary to achieve gauge
• elastic reinforcement thread (transparent)

Finished measurements:
• foot length 23cm/9.06"           • mouth of sock (circumference) 22cm/8.66"           • length of sock 27cm/10.63"

Gauge (10cm/4" square):
• pattern stitch A: 22 sts and 36 rounds           • pattern stitch B & stockinette stitch: 27 sts and 36 rounds

Gauge may vary according to individual knitting style. Change needle size if necessary to achieve gauge. Alternatively, rework pattern with your own gauge 
measurements.



Sock schematic Pattern stitch A
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#19: pattern st A
#20: pattern st B

CO 56 sts
k1p1 ribbing   2.7mm DPNs no outline = #19

= #20

= 2 strands held together
   (Friends & reinforcement thread)

※k1p1 ribbing & stockinette stitch sections 
are the same for both versions.
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※Sock designed with slight negative ease.

= knit

= knit

= 1 repeat = 8 sts & 12 rounds

= 1 repeat = 20 sts & 4 rounds

Use this QR code on smartphone 
to view video tutorial about pattern 
stitch A (worked in the round).

※To view on computer, search on the Pierrot 
Yarns website or YouTube channel instead.

Use this QR code on 
smartphone to view video 
tutorial about turning heel.

※To view on computer, search on the Pierrot 
Yarns website or YouTube channel instead.



Sock #19

Kitchener stitch

Kitchener stitch

continuous

pattern stitch A (3.3mm DPNs) stockinette stitch (3.3mm DPNs)

front center

heel

24 sts OH

= Pick up and knit 1 stitch from 
space between stitches.

= work 2 sts together
= ssk
= k2tog
= k3tog

pattern stitch A      (3.3mm DPNs)

(CO row)

start

k1p1 ribbing  2.7mm DPNs

※Align stitches of knitted fabric. Graft 
together by linking each stitch to the 
ones below it, forming a row of knit 
stitches as you go.



Sock #20
Kitchener stitch

continuous

pattern stitch B (3.3mm DPNs) stockinette stitch (3.3mm DPNs)

front center

= work 2 sts together
= ssk
= k2tog

28 sts OH

= Pick up and knit 1 stitch from 
space between stitches.

= join yarn
= cut yarn

pattern stitch B      (3.3mm DPNs)

k1p1 ribbing  2.7mm DPNs
(CO row)

start

front center


